Computerized Adaptive Tests for Rapid and Accurate Assessment of Psychopathology Dimensions in Youth.
At least half of youth with mental disorders are unrecognized and untreated. Rapid, accurate assessment of child mental disorders could facilitate identification and referral and potentially reduce the occurrence of functional disability that stems from early-onset mental disorders. Computerized adaptive tests (CATs) based on multidimensional item response theory were developed for depression, anxiety, mania/hypomania, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, conduct disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, and suicidality, based on parent and child ratings of 1060 items each. In Phase 1, CATs were developed from 801 participants. In Phase 2, predictive, discriminant, and convergent validity were tested against semi-structured research interviews for diagnoses and suicidality in 497 patients and 104 healthy controls. Overall strength of association was determined by area under the receiver operator curve (AUC). The child and parent independently completed the Kiddie-CATs (K-CATs) in a median time of 7.56 and 5.03 minutes, respectively, with an average of 7 items per domain. The K-CATs accurately captured the presence of diagnoses (AUC's from 0.83 for Generalized Anxiety Disorder to 0.92 for Major Depressive Disorder) and suicidal ideation (AUC=0.9966). Strong correlations with extant measures were found (r > 0.60). Test-retest reliability averaged r=0.80. These K-CATs provide a new approach to child psychopathology screening and measurement. Testing can be completed by child and parent in less than 8 minutes and yields results that are highly convergent with much more time-consuming structured clinical interviews and dimensional severity assessment and measurement. Testing of the implementation of the K-CAT is now indicated.